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Multiple Choice Questions

In the following question, out of the four alternatives, choose the word which best expresses the1.

meaning of the given word and mark corresponding to it.

CONTRABAND

BURGLEDA.

SMUGGLEDB.

BAFFLEDC.

BAFFLEDD.

Answer

In the following question, out of the four alternatives, choose the word which is opposite in2.

meaning to the given word and mark corresponding to it.

LENIENT

STRICTA.

SOLIDB.

FORGIVINGC.

FORGIVINGD.

Answer

Four words are given, out of which only one word is spelt correctly. Choose the correctly spelt3.

word and mark corresponding to it.

ScaretyA.

ScarcityB.

ScarsityC.

ScarsityD.

Answer

In the following question, one part of the sentence may have an error. Find out which part of the4.

sentence has an error and mark corresponding to it. If the sentence is free from error, mark the

No error option.

He was (1)/ very kind enough (2)/ to invite me. (3)/ No error (4)

(1)A.

(2)B.

(3)C.
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(3)D.

Answer

In the following question, one part of the sentence may have an error. Find out which part of the5.

sentence has an error and mark corresponding to it. If the sentence is free from error, mark the

No error option.

Police reports claim that (1)/ substantial seizure of cocaine have been made (2)/ in the last two

months (3)/ No error (4)

(1)A.

(2)B.

(3)C.

(3)D.

Answer

In the following question, one part of the sentence may have an error. Find out which part of the6.

sentence has an error and mark corresponding to it. If the sentence is free from error, mark the

No error option.

Every conceivable race and nationality (1)/ had its shared of suffering (2)/ in the world wars. (3)/

No error (4)

(1)A.

(2)B.

(3)C.

(3)D.

Answer

In the following question, the sentence given with blank is to be filled with an appropriate word.7.

Four alternatives are suggested for each question. For each question, choose the correct

alternative and mark corresponding to it.

She ................. him angrily because he made the floor dirty with his muddy shoes.

scoldA.

scoldsB.

scoldedC.

scoldedD.

Answer

In the following question, the sentence given with blank is to be filled with an appropriate word.8.

Four alternatives are suggested for each question. For each question, choose the correct

alternative and mark corresponding to it.

He walked along the road wondering what .................. happened and where all the people had

gone.
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hadA.

hasB.

haveC.

haveD.

Answer

In the following question, the sentence given with blank is to be filled with an appropriate word.9.

Four alternatives are suggested for each question. For each question, choose the correct

alternative and mark corresponding to it.

The criminal was ................. lest he should escape.

fetidA.

fetteredB.

fettledC.

fettledD.

Answer

In the following question, four alternatives are given for the Idiom/Phrase. Choose the10.

alternative which best expresses the meaning of the Idiom/Phrase and mark corresponding to it.

Drive home

Find one's rootsA.

EmphasiseB.

ReferC.

ReferD.

Answer

In the following question, four alternatives are given for the Idiom/Phrase. Choose the11.

alternative which best expresses the meaning of the Idiom/Phrase and mark corresponding to it.

To end in smoke

End without any practical resultA.

End with positive resultB.

Die in burning houseC.

Die in burning houseD.

Answer

In the following question, four alternatives are given for the Idiom/Phrase. Choose the12.

alternative which best expresses the meaning of the Idiom/Phrase and mark corresponding to it.

A left-handed compliment

A subtle rebukeA.

wholesome praiseB.

An ambiguous complimentC.
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An ambiguous complimentD.

Answer

In the following question, out of the four alternatives, choose the one which can be substituted13.

for the given words/sentences and mark corresponding to it.

Experts who scientifically study insects.

GerontologistsA.

PathologistsB.

EntomologistsC.

EntomologistsD.

Answer

In the following question, out of the four alternatives, choose the one which can be substituted14.

for the given words/sentences and mark corresponding to it.

One who pretends to be what he is not

HypocriteA.

PessimistB.

OptimistC.

OptimistD.

Answer

In the following question, out of the four alternatives, choose the one which can be substituted15.

for the given words/sentences and mark corresponding to it.

A paper/story/poem first written out by hand.

HandicraftA.

ManuscriptB.

HandiworkC.

HandiworkD.

Answer

In the following question, a sentence/a part of the sentence is bold. Four alternatives are given16.

to the bold part which will improve the sentence. Choose the correct alternative and mark

corresponding to it. In case no improvement is needed, mark corresponding to No improvement.

The interview came alive by satellite from Hollywood.

came as liveA.

came liveB.

came up liveC.

came up liveD.

Answer

In the following question, a sentence/a part of the sentence is bold. Four alternatives are given17.
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to the bold part which will improve the sentence. Choose the correct alternative and mark

corresponding to it. In case no improvement is needed, mark corresponding to No improvement.

There was little could do to save his battered reputation.

salvageA.

wreckB.

destroyC.

destroyD.

Answer

In the following question, a sentence/a part of the sentence is bold. Four alternatives are given18.

to the bold part which will improve the sentence. Choose the correct alternative and mark

corresponding to it. In case no improvement is needed, mark corresponding to No improvement.

It is much too important to be made a joke of.

too much importantA.

too many importantB.

very much importantC.

very much importantD.

Answer

In the following question, a sentence/a part of the sentence is bold. Four alternatives are given19.

to the bold part which will improve the sentence. Choose the correct alternative and mark

corresponding to it. In case no improvement is needed, mark corresponding to No improvement.

If he wants farther help, send him to me.

furtherA.

muchB.

bestC.

bestD.

Answer

In the following question, a sentence/a part of the sentence is bold. Four alternatives are given20.

to the bold part which will improve the sentence. Choose the correct alternative and mark

corresponding to it. In case no improvement is needed, mark corresponding to No improvement.

He jumped on the lake.

in theA.

into theB.

onto theC.

onto theD.

Answer

A passage is given with five questions following it. Read the passage carefully and choose the21.
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best answer to each question out of the four alternatives and click the button corresponding to

it.

Some languages are used by a few people. Others, such as Mandarin Chinese and English, are

spoken by millions. Many people speak two or more languages. They may use one language at

home with family and friends, and another at work or school. Regional variations of language are

known as dialects. The Anglo-Saxons, who conquered Britain at the end of the Roman Empire,

spoke a Germanic language, which later became English. Other Germanic languages include

Danish, Dutch, German and Swedish. English also contains French-derived words after it was

ruled by French-speaking kings following the Norman Conquest.

Mandarin Chinese is spoken by .........people.

littleA.

fewB.

manyC.

manyD.

Answer

A passage is given with five questions following it. Read the passage carefully and choose the22.

best answer to each question out of the four alternatives and click the button corresponding to

it.

Some languages are used by a few people. Others, such as Mandarin Chinese and English, are

spoken by millions. Many people speak two or more languages. They may use one language at

home with family and friends, and another at work or school. Regional variations of language are

known as dialects. The Anglo-Saxons, who conquered Britain at the end of the Roman Empire,

spoke a Germanic language, which later became English. Other Germanic languages include

Danish, Dutch, German and Swedish. English also contains French-derived words after it was

ruled by French-speaking kings following the Norman Conquest.

A person who is good at foreign languages is known as

VirtuosoA.

LinguistB.

VentriloquistC.

VentriloquistD.

Answer

A passage is given with five questions following it. Read the passage carefully and choose the23.

best answer to each question out of the four alternatives and click the button corresponding to

it.

Some languages are used by a few people. Others, such as Mandarin Chinese and English, are
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spoken by millions. Many people speak two or more languages. They may use one language at

home with family and friends, and another at work or school. Regional variations of language are

known as dialects. The Anglo-Saxons, who conquered Britain at the end of the Roman Empire,

spoke a Germanic language, which later became English. Other Germanic languages include

Danish, Dutch, German and Swedish. English also contains French-derived words after it was

ruled by French-speaking kings following the Norman Conquest.

................. are regional variations of a language.

EnglishA.

Mandarin ChineseB.

Home languageC.

Home languageD.

Answer

A passage is given with five questions following it. Read the passage carefully and choose the24.

best answer to each question out of the four alternatives and click the button corresponding to

it.

Some languages are used by a few people. Others, such as Mandarin Chinese and English, are

spoken by millions. Many people speak two or more languages. They may use one language at

home with family and friends, and another at work or school. Regional variations of language are

known as dialects. The Anglo-Saxons, who conquered Britain at the end of the Roman Empire,

spoke a Germanic language, which later became English. Other Germanic languages include

Danish, Dutch, German and Swedish. English also contains French-derived words after it was

ruled by French-speaking kings following the Norman Conquest.

English also included French words ............. the Norman Conquest.

afterA.

priorB.

beforeC.

beforeD.

Answer

A passage is given with five questions following it. Read the passage carefully and choose the25.

best answer to each question out of the four alternatives and click the button corresponding to

it.

Some languages are used by a few people. Others, such as Mandarin Chinese and English, are

spoken by millions. Many people speak two or more languages. They may use one language at

home with family and friends, and another at work or school. Regional variations of language are

known as dialects. The Anglo-Saxons, who conquered Britain at the end of the Roman Empire,

spoke a Germanic language, which later became English. Other Germanic languages include
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Danish, Dutch, German and Swedish. English also contains French-derived words after it was

ruled by French-speaking kings following the Norman Conquest.

................... is a part of a Germanic language.

BritainA.

Anglo-SaxonsB.

EnglishC.

EnglishD.

Answer
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